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Achieving Excellence

Helping you ACHIEVE your very best

Year 8

Helping you BE your very best
Reflect back on your 1st year
at Eckington School –
What are you proud
of? What did you
achieve?
What would you like to
improve? How?

Helping you GIVE your very best

SRE puberty
and
relationships
Begin “the Edge” Apprenticeship
Programme
Learn about some jobs
and what skills are
needed

Learn about keeping
safe on the internet

Understand the careers guarantee and where
you can go for guidance

Consider the effects of alcohol,
drugs and smoking

Know your rights and
responsibilities

Understand difference
and diversity
Complete pledges and get to
grips with “the Edge”

Develop revision
techniques
Stand for
student voice
rep
Meet targets set from
Get involved in
reports
form charity
events

Take part in Y6 transition
– find your way and
make new friends
Look smart
in
correct
Become a good
school
home learner and
uniform
complete
homework

Y7 start of term – new year, new
group, new house
Part
of

Multi-Academy
Trust

Understand and
set targets from
your 1st report
Gain
praise
point
and
s
reward

Put yourself forward for
inter-house
Develop organisation competitions
using your planner
and have it signed

Take part in educational trips and
visits

Attend lunchtime
and after school
clubs
Get into good attendance and
punctuality habits – ensure
97% attendance or above

Eckington
School

Learning and Development
Journey

Achieving
Excellence
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Inspiring, challenging, engaging and
supporting all of our students to achieve
excellent outcomes irrespective of their
starting points. Every student is provided
with a clear progression route to the next
stage of their education and career.
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• Assessment throughout the year
All students will have at least three progress tests in
each subject throughout the year.
Before each progress test, all students will have at least
one substantial piece of work marked with detailed
feedback.
This assessed piece of work will allow the teacher and
student to work together on improving skills and
understanding before the progress test.
Substantial pieces of work and progress tests will be
awarded a ‘working at’ GCSE grade.
You and your child will be able to track their
progress towards their target by referring to the
subject flight path.
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What is a flightpath
or Expected Attainment Pathway?
Subject

Maths

EAP
(Flightpath
Number)
25

Expected Expected Expected
point at
point at
point at
REPORT 1 REPORT 2 REPORT 3
2+
33=

Students will have a flightpath stuck in the front of
each of their books. It will look like the example
above.
After each progress assessment they will be able
to RAG-rate (green, amber or red) where they are
on their own flightpath.
Although we use GCSE grades, we do not confirm
GCSE targets until Year 9.
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You will receive a data report three
times during the school year.
In Year 7 and 8 you will be informed of:
• Attendance and Punctuality
• Achievement and Behaviour Points
• Attitude to Learning
• Whether or not your child is making good progress.
• As we do not set GCSE targets until students begin
their GCSEs in Year 9, we do not provide end of GCSE
targets in Years 7 and 8.
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How do we score Attitude to Learning?

More information on each of the characteristics
can be found inside your child’s planner.
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You will receive a data report three
times during the school year.
In Years 9-13 you will be informed of:
• Attendance and Punctuality
• Achievement and Behaviour Points
• Attitude to Learning
• Target grade
• Predicted grade

• As we do not set GCSE targets until students begin
their GCSEs in Year 9, we do not provide end of GCSE
targets in Years 7 and 8.
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What is the Target Grade?

This is the grade
your child has the
potential to achieve
in the final
examinations at the
end of Year 11 and
Year 13.
But only if they
work to the best of
their ability
throughout Years 713.
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• What is the predicted grade in Years 9-13?
This is the grade that the teacher believes is the most
likely grade the student will achieve at the end of the
course if s/he continues to work as they are doing.
The predicted grade will be based on everything a
teacher knows about a student, including results in
progress tests, and worked produced in class especially
any substantial pieces of work.
The predicted grade is based on a full range of evidence
taken from assessments carried out throughout the year.
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